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As everything indicates a point towards the peak direction,
Where consolidating ideas in mandatory and leads to be perfection;
It is a frustrating problem as part of the course to do so for some people,
While the best results and answers are in considering the current position.

  

We all seem to want to go our own way at the end of each and every day,
And staying in the line of sight and maintaining collective opinions;
Leads to find a better way and sustains the stable systems status,
As reach and everyone of us think about our history and the future.

  

When you have real all you can read and you are happy with yourself,
And you have the perfect picture of all the books sitting on the shelf;
Think about where you are in life and where you have been and want to go,
That the best thing that you can for yourself is think and want to know.

  

The fact that everything must be in proportion with itself,
Leads to new creation and the regeneration of the generating self;
And as we look upon the work a new and wonder why things are different,
The earth looks back at us in its own sought of way, telling us to be what we ought,

  

Then as we move on from place to place and have new ideas to deal with,
God lets the world go around and we learn and re-teach ourselves;
But in the infinite mystic meaning of how evolution metamorphoses itself,
Then we have to try and understand that consolidation ideas is wealth.

  

How as I see it all in all and I have consolidated ideas myself,
The world becomes a new idea itself, leading to higher places on the shelf;
Were we can stop and step back to take a look around at all the good,
And what we see is new and fresh with consolidating ideas itself

  

Signed,
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What right and true
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